
 

Regular Meeting – April 28th, 2013 (7:00pm) MINUTES 

Location: 77 Edmonton 

In attendance: Leslie, Jomar, Carl, Richard, Khris, Fabian, Alex, Christa 

 

WELCOME 

1.1 Call to order /  

Approve agenda 

2 min  Roll call: reminder to sign in to vote, introductions if any 

 DISCUSS: any revisions to the agenda including but not limited to: 

additional agenda items, allotted time to items, order of agenda items, 

total meeting time? 

  MOVE: To approve agenda  

 7:01 PM: All in favour. 

1.2 Approve last 

meeting minutes 

2 min  Please review minutes from last meeting 

 DISCUSS: any revisions to the minutes? 

 MOVE: To approve minutes 

 7:03 PM: All in favour. 

1.3 Quick 

Announcements 

2 min  We’ll be using this meeting to catch up from the regular meeting items 

that we did not get to cover at the last meeting due to the grocery store 

issues forum 

 DISCUSS   Also: Kelvin’s departure 

 MOVE: to receive Kelvin’s letter of resignation 

 7:59 PM: All in favour. 

OLD BUSINESS 

2.1 Year Plan 10 min  You can catch our board’s live edits to this document by following the 

link on Google Docs: HERE 

 We are hoping to release the first draft of our year plan at this meeting.  

We were supposed to release the first draft of this year plan at the last 

meeting, but we were delayed due to our shifted focus to the Grocery 

Store issue and the available man power to complete this document 

 There are still portions of this year plan yet to address: 

o Concrete deadlines for initiatives: there are some items that have 

due dates while still many others are TBD. 

o Finalizing our budget items 

o Creating actual events: Community BBQ, Winter Events, BIZ 

interaction, our involvement in downtown festivals 

 Our year plan is intended to be a WORKING DOCUMENT and is open to 

suggestions for editing, revision, addition, and subtraction by the 

membership.  We will also be using one of our regular meetings for the 

year to facilitate a mid-year review of this year plan to see if we are on 

track or if there are other changes we should make. 

 We’ll also make a habit of reviewing this year plan as the first agenda 

item under OLD BUSINESS for each meeting. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cFmLGoNPswmrk4WL5fQ6gfG4J5Cv6WDxW7GqInLDwwg/edit?usp=sharing
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 DISCUSS: Are there any comments? 

 DISCUSS   Jomar: The TBD’s need to be changed. We should try to achieve this by  

May 31st. There’s lots of TBDs still on there, though, we should get on 

those. 

 In terms of year-plan, more on events. Getting back to random meetings 

and coffee talks. A less chatty atmosphere. Leslie had mentioned 

garage sales. 

 Jomar: Will add a link to our event calendar. The Google Doc will be the 

one that we update, not this document.  

 Jomar: We also have a budget for the year plan that we’ll put in the 

Google doc. Postage, printing, a PO box so we can receive mail, a 

telephone. The phone line is very cheap – it’s virtual, all voicemail. 

 Fabian: Will make more specific goals and put them into the document. 

 Richard: last time I saw year plan, it was an outline.  

 Leslie: the graphic could be a larger size. 

 ACTION: Jomar: Will address. 

 

2.2 Website 10 min  The website was updated by Carl and Jomar over the last little while. 

 There are still some sections that are under construction and fall under 

action items of the year plan.  Most of these items will hopefully be 

complete by the next meeting. 

 DISCUSS: How are we doing?  Any comments, suggestions, or ideas for 

our website?  

 DISCUSS   Khris: Likes the format, we need to be getting into a better habit about 

how it’s updated and on time. More frequent in what we put up. 

 Fabian:  I think that social media is better for content generation. The 

website is more for documents and things lke that. 

 Khris: Writing about community events, posting those. Not just what the 

DCRA is doing. Social media is more the interactive kind. Showing how 

the DCRA is part of the community, not just an association unto itself. 

Like Jane’s walk for example, even if we’re not directly involved with it. 

Walks that include downtown, or parts of downtown. Not just strictly a 

bulletin for official business. Involvement, engagement.  

 Jomar: It’s good if it comes from two sides. It’s also good if the 

community involves itself. I’ve invited Jenny Bisch from Dalnavert, if she 

has an event, she tells me, and I’ll put it on the website. It’s more 

difficult, being a volunteer organization, to copy and paste stuff from the 

Biz. 

 Fabian: Some events ahead of time. And maybe reviewing some 

events? 

 Leslie: Maybe just the events that one of us is actually attending or has 

some connection to it. 

 Carl: This sounds not so much a structural thing about the website, but 
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more so a decision about content aggregation. Is Twitter or Facebook a 

more primary… where are you hearing about stuff? I’m thinking – there 

is a small Twitter feed on the site main page. If that was more 

prominent, anything that’s retweeted, it would stay on the website. 

 Richard: Independent living Resource Centre: In Portage Place. I’m 

confident that they would do a website for us and everything. I don’t 

know if it’s something we want to approach. They have volunteers there, 

someone who might have a lot of time, if we want them to build us a 

website. 

 Jomar: The website does seem doable for us to take care of right now. 

But that’s something to maybe look into for the future. 

 ACTION: Jomar to put Year Plan onto the website. 

2.3 Grocery Store 

Working Group 

10 min  Khris and Jomar were present at the first meeting for this Working 

Group.  The first meeting was used to define the purpose of the 

meeting, and to create initial ideas for actions moving forward.  A 

general discussion was shared, but no concrete actions were created. 

 The meeting generated ideas for actions that Jomar and Richard 

discussed.  Khris and Jomar met briefly to brainstorm possible actions, 

and Jomar summarized them in an email.   You can find this on our 

website.  (ADDENDA) 

 Another working group meeting was held on April 25th.  These notes 

were drafted and released prior to this meeting, so the outcome of the 

meeting will be DISCUSSED here. 

 DISCUSS: Are there any comments?  How are we doing with addressing 

our role in this?  Use this time to assign remaining tasks or further 

actions. 

 DISCUSS   Jomar: Priorities: 1) Maintaining momentum, keeping in contact with 

people we’re talking to, encouraging residents to not give up the fight. 2) 

Keeping everyone informed with new information. 3) Reaching out to 

more people that we haven’t contacted yet. 

 Richard: Getting the other grocery people involved. 

 Christa: Food Matters. 

 Richard: Yes, and your group also. It’s opened up a lot of potential, new 

groups to talk to.  

 Christa: Well, we’ve got our side of portage, and the same issue over 

there, so we’re trying to jump on the bandwagon and we have ZERO 

grocery stores. 

 Fabian: What about Young’s? 

 Christa: Well – we go all the way from Main to McPhillips.  

 Jomar: People need to be able to walk to their grocery stores. 

 Khris: Getting letters out to grocery companies is what we want to do 

next. Appeal to them as consumers. We’ll compile a growing list of 

organizations. But we’ll also rewrite the letter for local investment. 

 Jomar: I think it’s a different angle. We’ve been talking to people from 
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City/policy side of things, but now we’re going to the other side. 

 Khris: Exactly – not just public bodies, but also businesses.  

 Richard: It’s hard for citizens – and we have a pretty strong group – it 

was hard for us to decide if we should go after the business owners or 

after City Hall. And after talking to Federated Coop and Harry’s Foods, it 

came about that from the perspective, unless City Hall was willing to do 

something, that’s where we’re waiting. The grocers said “Well, they have 

to do it.” 

 Khris: Both angles are definitely required.  

 Christa: It’s pretty common practice for public funders to support 

businesses to bring jobs in. 

 Fabian: Sure. I’m just a bit confused about why the disconnect is so 

wide on this.  

 Richard: we should be trying to get a meeting with Centre Venture.  

 Fabian: So how do we set this up? 

 Christa: They should be presenting to us. They’re an arm of the city.  

 Jomar: CentreVenture still works for their Board of Directors… WHICH IS 

THE CITY. We should only have to talk to City Hall. 

 Christa: They’re presenting on Monday. They’ll do their City Council 

schpiel. We should get in contact with somebody, have a one-on-one 

meeting with them. Check out who’s speaking.  

 Jomar: We should really be seeking a meeting with the Board of 

Directors. 

 ACTION: Attend the 9:00 AM meeting tomorrow. 

2.4 Whose Winnipeg 

Event Recap 

10 min  Khris and Jomar attended the Whose Winnipeg Forum.  A recap and 

rough minutes from the event were distributed to members.  

(ADDENDA) 

 DISCUSS: Are there any comments?  Was anyone else there that 

wanted to comment?  Is there any way for the DCRA to use anything 

from this event in our year plan? 

 DISCUSS   Khris: The concept of public land is not really owned by the public, but 

up to the City of Winnipeg to decide how they want it to be used. There 

were a few representations of different problems. Handing over public 

land to private hands. Doing community involvement events and 

throwing information info out the window. 

 ACTION: Khris will make contact with Social Planning Council.  

 Christa: WHRA. This is an issue with them. Downtown is their number 

one area.  

 ACTION: Fabian will try to communicate with the WRHA. 

NEW BUSINESS 

3.1 Jane’s Walk 10 min  Khris was able to make it to the meeting to know a little about the 

meeting that was happening.   
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 Khris to report 

 DISCUSS   Khris: couldn’t happen this year around. 

 Leslie: We should definitely try to make one happen next year.  

 Khris: The role the Bay played in forming downtown, the Forks and the 

Exchange, one on Broadway. 

 Jomar: I’ll put more info on the website.  

PARKING LOT and OPEN FLOOR 

4.1 Parking Lot remain  Items that run over time move here. 

 Who else who would be interested in being part of the DCRA.  

 DISCUSS    

4.2 Open Floor remain  Speak your mind. 

 DISCUSS    

ADJOURN 

5.1 Next Regular 

Meeting 

remain  Tentative: Sunday, June 2nd – 7pm 

 DiSCUSS: Are there any conflicts?  Review downtown BIZ calendar as 

well. 

 Jomar requests to change meeting date. 

 DISCUSS   The meeting was moved to June 9th at 7pm. 

 


